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BACKGROUND: 

 

VBJ Development LTD., owner and applicant, is applying for a variance to reduce the minimum required 

projection of a deck into a side yard from no closer than 0.6 metres (1.97’) to no closer than 0.0 metres 

(0.00’) for the six properties located at 18, 24, 26, 32, 34 & 40 Birchwood Drive (Units 171, 172, 175, 

176, 179 & 180 Plan 51670 BLTO) in the RHD Residential High Density Multiple Family Zone.  

 

Zoning/Development Context 

The subject properties are part of phase 3 of The Landing, a 221 unit townhouse condominium 

development.  Primary access to the subject properties is by Birchwood Drive, a private road within The 

Landing with direct access from Sycamore Drive to the north. The properties are surrounded by three 

storey apartment buildings to the northeast, undeveloped land and Kingsway Mobile Home Park to the 

west, a mix of single family dwellings and businesses to the northwest and the Brandon Cemetery, 

buffered by a recreational pathway, to the north. 

 

DISCUSSION: 

 

The variance application, if approved, would allow each of the four units within the subject three 

buildings to have attached decks. The applicant first obtained Variance Order V-21-11-B to allow for the 

construction of attached decks in The Landing.  At the time, only the interior units of the 4-unit buildings 

were proposed to have attached decks. The applicant has since changed the design for the units along 

Birchwood Drive and is now proposing decks that will be shared by the two units on each end of the 

subject three buildings. It should be noted that previous variance applications were approved for attached 

decks in The Landing under orders V-21-11-B and V-33-12-B. Variance Order V-21-11-B covers the 

interior units in the three subject buildings and therefore the interior units are not included in this current 

variance application.  

 

Consistency with Part 6, Section 97(1)(b) of The Planning Act and Demonstration that the Variance: 

1. Will be compatible with the general nature of the surrounding area; 

This request is a continuation of a pattern in The Landing where attached decks are developed for 

some townhouse units.  The proposal maintains the residential character of the subject sites. 
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2. Will not be detrimental to the health or general welfare of people living or working in the 

surrounding area, or negatively affect other properties or potential development in the surrounding 

area; 

All the other properties on Orchard Way can have decks with 0.0m side yards under V-21-11-B, and 

none of the subject parcels side yards are adjacent to properties outside The Landing. 

 

3. Is the minimum modification of a zoning by-law required to relieve the injurious effect of the 

zoning by-law on the applicant's property; and 

The dwelling units already share common party walls, the proposal will continue this relationship 

with the decks.  This proposal would also maximize the usable green space available for each of the 

unit’s rear yards. 

 

4. Is generally consistent with the applicable provisions of the development plan by-law, the zoning 

by-law and any secondary plan by-law 

The subject sites are designated “Residential” in the Development Plan 2013, and the decks conform 

with the requirements for minimum required projections for decks in required front and rear yards 

(Table 1: Permitted Obstructions in Required Front Yards and Table 3: Permitted Obstructions in 

Required Front Yards, respectively). 

 

Commenting Agencies  
All comments received have been addressed. 

 

Public Outreach/Notification  

As required under section 169 of The Planning Act, notice of this Public Hearing regarding this 

application was sent to owners of property within 100 metres (328 feet) of the subject property and notice 

posters were posted on the property. The Planning Department is not aware of the applicant conducting 

additional outreach with the public on its proposal, and, as of the writing of this report, the Planning 

Department has not received any written comments from the public in favour of or in opposition to the 

proposal. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

 

1. That the Public Hearing for Variance Application V-14-13-B at 18, 24, 26, 32, 34 & 40 Birchwood 

Drive be concluded. 

 

2. That Variance Application V-14-13-B to reduce the minimum required projection of a deck into a 

side yard from no closer than 0.6m to 0.0m be approved at 18, 24, 26, 32, 34 & 40 Birchwood Drive 

(Units 171, 172, 175, 176, 179 & 180 Plan 51670 BLTO) in accordance with the intent of the 

application, the attached letter of intent (A-2) and the attached site plan (B-2)  


